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„How can we produce well-formed 
(i.e. readable, not just from simple 
text blocks composed) texts 
automatically?

-Prof. Michael Hess, University of Zürich
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WHY NOT USE BLOCKS?
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const tmpl = `The temperature will be between ${x.low} 
and  ${x.high} degrees.`;
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{  
  "date":      "2016-06-08",  
  "high":      18,  
  "low":       13,  
  "feelsLike": 14  
}

const tmpl = `The temperature will be between ${x.low} 
and  ${x.high} degrees.`;

The temperature will be between 18 and 13 degrees.

The temperature will be between 15 and 15 degrees.

!

{  
  "date":      "2016-06-09",  
  "high":      15,  
  "low":       15,  
  "feelsLike": 15  
}
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{  
  "date":      "2016-06-08",  
  "high":      18,  
  "low":       13,  
  "feelsLike": 14  
}

{  
  "date":      "2016-06-09",  
  "high":      15,  
  "low":       15,  
  "feelsLike": 15  
}

You: „Will it be warmer tomorrow?“

if (today.high < tomorrow.high)  
  return "It's going to be warmer.";

What problems do you expect with this technique? 
In groups, 3 minutes.❓
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{  
  "date":      "2016-06-08",  
  "high":      18,  
  "low":       13,  
  "feelsLike": 14  
}

{  
  "date":      "2016-06-09",  
  "high":      15,  
  "low":       15,  
  "feelsLike": 15  
}

You: „Will it be warmer tomorrow?“

if (today.high < tomorrow.high)  
  return "It's going to be warmer.";

Computer: „For my CPU it’s colder, but you will feel warmer!“
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[Glascott15]

➤ automated earning reports 

➤ statement of benefits generation 

➤ weather forecasts 

➤ personalized advertising messages



OUTLINE

1. Motivation 

2. How it works 

3. Realizations 

4. Conclusion
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STRATEGIC COMPONENT TACTICAL COMPONENT

[Hess05]

What should be said? How should it be said?



PLANNING A DISCOURSE – LOCATION PLAN
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STRATEGY TACTIC

Imagine you write a location planner. What of the following  
points is strategic or tactical? Imagine some points of your own! 

In groups, 5 minutes.❓
Select Landmarks on the Way

Inform the User Where she/he Currently is
Use Nominalization

Merge two Similar Sentences

Ensure the User that she/he is Still on the Right Way

Tell that there is a Traffic Light



DEFAULT NLG ARCHITECTURE

[Horacek10]
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Text Planning

Communication Goal

Text Plan

Surface Realization

Text

Abstract Specification

Sentence Planning



TEXT GENERATION SITUATION

A text generation situation can be described by a  

quadruple              , where

➤ k is the knowledge base, 

➤ c the communication goal, 

➤ u the user model and 

➤ d the discourse history.

[Reiter+00]
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hk, c, u, di



TEXT PLANNING

[Horacek10, McKeown85]
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const c = Describe(Route, A, B); 
 
const k = [  
  At(User, A),  
  Path(A, C), Path(C, D), Path(D, B),  
  Left(Path(A, C), Path(C, D)),  
  Straight(Path(C, D), Path(D, B)),  
  Type(C, "church"),  
  Type(D, "town-hall"),  
  Property(D, "big"),  
  …  
];

const l = [  
  be(User, at(A)),  
  
  go(User, from(A), to(C)),  
  go(User, from(C), to(D)),  
  go(User, from(D), to(B)),  
  
  turn(User, at(C), direction(left)),  
  turn(User, at(D), direction(none)),  
 
  church(C), town_hall(D), big(D), …  
];

➤ define a concept

➤ compare two objects

➤ describe available information



TEXT PLANNING RESULT

[Horacek10, McKeown85]

3.8 Textgenerierung 451

BACKGROUND

N S

EVIDENCE describe(property(Path))

N S

SEQUENCE describe(at(destination))

N S

ELABORATION describe(pass(D))

N S

describe(Path(A, B)) describe(left-turn(at(c)))

Abbildung 3.59: Textstrukturbaum mit rhetorischen Relationen für die Wegbe-
schreibung (3.195)

von Ambiguitäten, deren Einhaltung allerdings nicht immer leicht in einem for-
malen Generierungssystem zu erkennen ist. Andere Kriterien sind leichter formal
zu überprüfen, etwa, dass Einbettungen auf ELABORATION Relationen be-
schränkt bleiben sollen (wobei jedoch der Satellit, der eingebettet wird, wiederum
keine LIST Relation sein sollte). Wie bereits an früherer Stelle angedeutet, ma-
chen diese Kriterien deutlich, dass sie zwar notwendig sind in dem Sinne, dass sie
einige offensichtlich unerwünschte Realisierungen ausschließen, aber nicht hin-
reichend, um wirklich qualitativ gute Ausdrucksvarianten zu ermöglichen.

Die Techniken der Planung mit Diskursrelationen sind schließlich auch auf
Multimediaumgebungen erweitert worden. Dabei können die mit den Blattkno-
ten assoziierten kommunikativen Teilziele entweder durch Textteile oder durch
graphische Elemente realisiert werden, je nach Eignung der Medien. In der An-
wendung zur Beschreibung der Funktionalität einer Espressomaschine etwa wird
BACKGROUND Information zur Lokalisierung von Teilen der Maschine durch
einen Bildausschnitt angegeben, während ein Hinweis zur Wassertemperatur
sprachlich ausgedrückt wird. Die Koordination der Medien erweist sich dabei als
eine wichtige Aufgabe, die mit cross-medialen Referenzausdrücken unterstützt
wird.

RST und darauf basierende Planungsverfahren treffen einige vereinfachende
Annahmen, die die Ausdrucksmöglichkeiten beschränken und für stereotype Er-
scheinungsformen automatisch erzeugter Texte mitverantwortlich sind.

• Textsegmente sind immer Satzteile (Haupt- oder Nebensatz), aber keine
Nominal- oder Präpositionalphrasen, eine rein pragmatische, nicht lingui-
stisch motivierte Einschränkung.

sub

sub

sub

sub main

main

main

main



SENTENCE PLANNING

➤ lexicalization: find lexical elements to represent predicates

➤ aggregation: gaining sentence representations out of clauses

➤ reference expressions: identify an and inform about objects

[Carenini+06, Horacek10, Shaw98]
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936 G. Carenini, J.D. Moore / Artificial Intelligence 170 (2006) 925–952

Fig. 6. Portions of the decision trees used by the micro-planner for lexical choice (top) and for discourse cue selection (bottom).

through a chain of two evidence relations (see plan in Fig. 5(a)). The two propositions are aggregated by syntactic
embedding.

Cue phrase generation: Although substantial research effort has been devoted to the development of a computa-
tional theory of discourse cue usage (e.g., [19,29,36,37,61]), a comprehensive theory is still lacking, and many open
questions remain. Nevertheless, there is considerable consensus in the field about what factors may influence the usage
of discourse cues. These include features that characterize the relationship (e.g., intentional, informational, syntactic)
between the core and the contributor, features of the segment structure in which the core and contributor appear, and
features related to the embedding within or outside a segment. Lacking a comprehensive theory, developers of NLG
systems typically follow the methodology of devising, for the genre of interest, a specialized algorithm which relies
on a carefully selected subset of these features [50]. In GEA, cue phrase selection and placement are implemented
as a decision tree taking into account the following features, which have been suggested in the literature: (a) the in-
tentional relationship between the core and the contributor, (b) the overall structure of the segment in which core and
contributor appear (including the position of core and contributor(s) within the segment), and (c) the relationship in
which the core and contributor segment itself is involved. For example, if by applying the portion of the decision tree
shown in Fig. 6(bottom) to the text plan for our example, the reader can verify why “Even though” is used to mark
the only concession in our sample argument.

Pronominalization: Most pronominalization algorithms in NLG rely on the notion of the “focus” or “center” of a
sentence [50]. GEA decides whether to use a pronoun to refer to the evaluated entity by applying a simple strategy
inspired by centering [27]. Centering theory indicates that the entity providing a link to the previous discourse in
a locally coherent discourse (i.e., a discourse segment) should preferentially be realized as a pronoun rather than
a repeated definite description.10 Since in GEA the entity providing a link to the previous discourse is always the
entity being evaluated by the argument, a straightforward application of centering would imply that within a discourse
segment successive references to that entity are realized as pronouns, while at the beginning of a new segment a
definite description is used to mark the segment boundary. For the arguments generated by GEA, we noticed that
although the centering-based pronominalization policy works well for references within a segment, it is too restrictive
for references at a segment boundary. In particular, it appears that a definite description at the beginning of a new
segment is cumbersome and unnecessary when the segment boundary is already explicitly marked by a discourse

10 This thesis has been empirically verified in [25].

const clauses = [  
  boil(Hans, Water),  
  bake(Hans, Pie),  
];

assertEquals(aggregate(clauses), [  
  Hans,  
  and(boil(Water), bake(Pie)),  
]);

here the latter / former the Church



SURFACE REALIZATION

➤ structure-driven: using a grammar 

➤ Direction free: like Prolog, interpretation agnostic 

➤ Top-down: left-recursive resolution of the input

➤ lexeme-driven: using a lexicon 

➤ Shake-and-bake: try every combination of lexicon entries and 
check grammar 

➤ Chart generation: subsumes lexicon entries under input 

[Horacek10]
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REALIZATIONS
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USING ARGUMENTATION THEORY
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[Walker+04, Carenini+06]

➤ GEA: evaluative argument generator 

➤ for doctors to advise patients 

➤ for salesman to advise customers 

➤ using rhetoric means 

➤ domain specific model extracted 

➤ evaluation using empirical means

G. Carenini, J.D. Moore / Artificial Intelligence 170 (2006) 925–952 927

Fig. 1. The GEA architecture as a specialization of the generic NLG pipeline architecture.

section concludes with a detailed description of how GEA realizes the content selected by the argumentation strategy
in natural language.

2.1. The architecture of the Generator of Evaluative Arguments (GEA)

Text generation involves two fundamental tasks: a process that selects and organizes the content of the text (deep
generation), and a process that expresses the selected content in natural language (surface generation). GEA, like
most previous work in NLG, makes the assumption that deep generation should strictly precede surface generation,
and adopts the resulting pipeline architecture [50]. In this architecture (see center of Fig. 1 from top to bottom) a text
planner selects and organizes content from a domain model by applying a communicative strategy to achieve a set of
communicative goals, which are given as input. The output of text planning is a text plan, a data structure that spec-
ifies: the rhetorical structure of the text, the propositions that the text should convey and a partial order among those
propositions. Then, a text Micro-Planner packages the selected content into sentences and selects words and syntactic
structures to effectively express that content. Finally, a Sentence Realizer runs the output of the Micro-Planner through
a computational grammar of English that produces English text. Notice that during both text planing and microplan-
ning the content, the structure and the phrasing of the text can be tailored to a model of the communicative context
(e.g., a user model).

Fig. 1 shows how GEA specializes the standard pipeline architecture for a generic NLG system. GEA specific
features are shown as grey boxes in the figure and are in italics in the following text. The input to GEA is an ab-
stract evaluative communicative goal expressing that the user attitude toward an entity in the domain of interest
(e.g., a house in the real-estate domain) should be increased either in a positive or in a negative direction, with posi-
tive/negative meaning that the user should like/dislike the entity. Given an abstract communicative goal, the Longbow
text planner [65] selects and arranges the content of the argument by applying a set of communicative strategies that
implement an argumentation strategy based on guidelines for content selection and organization from argumentation
theory (e.g., [42]). Two knowledge sources are involved in this process of goal and action decomposition (see Fig. 1):
(i) A domain model representing entities and their relationships in a specific domain. (ii) An additive multi-attribute
value function (AMVF), which is a decision-theoretic model of the user’s preferences [14].1

1 Currently, GEA is not a component of a dialogue system, so it is not sensitive to a dialogue history.



USING NEURAL NETWORKS
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[Wen+15]

Chinese poetry. A forerunner of the system pre-
sented here is described in Wen et al. (2015), in
which a forward RNN generator, a CNN reranker,
and a backward RNN reranker are trained jointly
to generate utterances. Although the system was
easy to train and extend to other domains, a heuris-
tic gate control was needed to ensure that all of
the attribute-value information in the system’s re-
sponse was accurately captured by the generated
utterance. Furthermore, the handling of unusual
slot-value pairs by the CNN reranker was rather
arbitrary. In contrast, the LSTM-based system de-
scribed in this paper can deal with these problems
automatically by learning the control of gates and
surface realisation jointly.

Training an RNN with long range dependencies
is difficult because of the vanishing gradient prob-
lem (Bengio et al., 1994). Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber (1997) mitigated this problem by replacing
the sigmoid activation in the RNN recurrent con-
nection with a self-recurrent memory block and a
set of multiplication gates to mimic the read, write,
and reset operations in digital computers. The re-
sulting architecture is dubbed the Long Short-term
Memory (LSTM) network. It has been shown to
be effective in a variety of tasks, such as speech
recognition (Graves et al., 2013b), handwriting
recognition (Graves et al., 2009), spoken language
understanding (Yao et al., 2014), and machine
translation (Sutskever et al., 2014). Recent work
by Graves et al. (2014) has demonstrated that an
NN structure augmented with a carefully designed
memory block and differentiable read/write op-
erations can learn to mimic computer programs.
Moreover, the ability to train deep networks pro-
vides a more sophisticated way of exploiting rela-
tions between labels and features, therefore mak-
ing the prediction more accurate (Hinton et al.,
2012). By extending an LSTM network to be both
deep in space and time, Graves (2013) shows the
resulting network can used to synthesise handwrit-
ing indistinguishable from that of a human.

3 The Neural Language Generator

The generation model proposed in this paper is
based on a recurrent NN architecture (Mikolov et
al., 2010) in which a 1-hot encoding w

t

of a token1

w

t

is input at each time step t conditioned on a re-

1We use token instead of word because our model operates
on text for which slot values are replaced by its corresponding
slot tokens. We call this procedure delexicalisation.

current hidden layer h
t

and outputs the probability
distribution of the next token w

t+1. Therefore, by
sampling input tokens one by one from the output
distribution of the RNN until a stop sign is gen-
erated (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014) or some con-
straint is satisfied (Zhang and Lapata, 2014), the
network can produce a sequence of tokens which
can be lexicalised 2 to form the required utterance.

3.1 Semantic Controlled LSTM cell

Figure 1: Semantic Controlled LSTM cell pro-
posed in this paper. The upper part is a traditional
LSTM cell in charge of surface realisation, while
the lower part is a sentence planning cell based on
a sigmoid control gate and a dialogue act (DA).

Long Short-term Memory (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) is a recurrent NN architecture
which uses a vector of memory cells c

t

2 Rn and
a set of elementwise multiplication gates to control
how information is stored, forgotten, and exploited
inside the network. Of the various different con-
nectivity designs for an LSTM cell (Graves, 2013;
Zaremba et al., 2014), the architecture used in this
paper is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and defined by the
following equations,,
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2The process of replacing slot token by its value.

Surface Realization

Sentence Planning

➤ LSTM: long short-term-memory 

➤ trained from unaligned data 

➤ jointly optimizes
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Table 5: Samples of top 5 realisations from the deep SC-LSTM (+deep) system output.

# Example Dialogue Acts and Realizations from SF Restaurant Domain
1 inform(name=”red door cafe”, goodformeal=”breakfast”, area=”cathedral hill”, kidsallowed=”no”)

red door cafe is a good restaurant for breakfast in the area of cathedral hill and does not allow children .

red door cafe is a good restaurant for breakfast in the cathedral hill area and does not allow children .

red door cafe is a good restaurant for breakfast in the cathedral hill area and does not allow kids .

red door cafe is good for breakfast and is in the area of cathedral hill and does not allow children .

red door cafe does not allow kids and is in the cathedral hill area and is good for breakfast .

2 informonly(name=”dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood”, pricerange=”expensive”, near=”lower pacific heights”)
there is no place other than dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood that are expensive near to lower pacific heights .

dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood is the only expensive restaurant near lower pacific heights .

the only listed restaurant near lower pacific heights in the expensive price range is dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood .

i apologize , dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood is the only expensive restaurant near lower pacific heights .

i apologize , dosa on fillmore and kiss seafood are the only expensive restaurants near lower pacific heights .

# Example Dialogue Acts and Realizations from SF Hotel Domain
3 inform(type=”hotel”,count=”182”,dogsallowed=”dontcare”)

there are 182 hotels if you do not care whether dogs are allowed .

there are 182 hotels if you do not care whether they allow dogs .

182 hotels are available if dogs allowed or not is not an issue .

there are 182 hotels if allowing dogs or not is not an issue .

there are 182 hotels if whether dogs are allowed does not matter .

4 informonly(name=”red victorian bed breakfast”,acceptscreditcards=”yes”,near=”haight”,hasinternet=”yes”)
red victorian bed breakfast is the only hotel near haight and accepts credit cards and has internet .

red victorian bed breakfast is the only hotel near haight and has internet and accepts credit cards .

red victorian bed breakfast is the only hotel near haight that accept credit cards and offers internet .

the red victorian bed breakfast has internet and near haight , it does accept credit cards .

the red victorian bed breakfast is the only hotel near haight that accepts credit cards , and offers internet .

to model the NLG problem in a unified architec-
ture, whereby the entire model is end-to-end train-
able from data. We contend that this approach can
produce more natural responses which are more
similar to colloquial styles found in human conver-
sations. Another key potential advantage of neu-
ral network based language processing is the im-
plicit use of distributed representations for words
and a single compact parameter encoding of the
information to be conveyed. This suggests that it
should be possible to further condition the gener-
ator on some dialogue features such discourse in-
formation or social cues during the conversation.
Furthermore, adopting a corpus based regime en-
ables domain scalability and multilingual NLG to
be achieved with less cost and a shorter lifecycle.
These latter aspects will be the focus of our future
work in this area.
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SUMMARY

➤ well-formed text generation has high interest in economy 

➤ flexibility for heterogenous domain, like in dialog systems 

➤ strategic („what“) vs. tactical („how“) component 

➤ default NLG architecture: 

1. text planning 

2. sentence planning 

3. surface realization 

➤ Carenini and Moore use rhetoric to generate evaluative arguments 

➤ Wen et al. use recurrent neural networks to optimize the 
generated natural language w.r.t. its variation

21
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